
Obama-Clinton Push For Transgender & Gay Rights Issues 
Driven By Gay CEO's of Silicon Valley and Hollywood

According to the Obama and Clinton agenda, you would have thought that 90% of America wanted a 
penis in the butt and 80% of America wanted a sex change operation. In fact only a microscopic part of 
America is, or wants, those things.

It turns out that Obama and Clinton were funded by Hollywood and Silicon Valley and 90% of 
Hollywood and Silicon Valley billionaires are covert gay who do want those anal penetrations and sex 
change operations. They told Obama and Clinton to make gay things and sex change operations into far
bigger things than they really are.

Hollywood and Silicon Valley are "creative". Gay people only want to work in "creative". Gay 
"Creatives" tend to hire only other gays in order to increase the odds of gay sex and to avoid having 
straights bother them.

This has led to almost every Hollywood studio boss and Silicon Valley tech oligarch being gay and 
pushing their agenda via their billions of dollars of campaign financing and Fake News media control.

Clinton and Obama's attack dog was Gawker Media and, take a look, almost all of Gawker Media and 
Gizmodo is comprised of sexually confused kids who want sex changes and penis butt penetration.

Along Silicon Valley's Elon Musk, Larry Page, John Doerr, Peter Thiel, and most of Google, a huge 
number of those folks are gay and hide it and fund most of the Presidential candidates.

That is how "Transgender Bathrooms" became a bigger issue than Israel and Palestine in 2016.

Is there a   gay     mafia   in   Silicon     Valley  ? - Quora
Is there a gay mafia in Silicon Valley? ... "Gay mafia" is used in the same sense as "PayPal Mafia," 
where a tight-knit group of well-connected people ascend to ...

https://quora.com/Is-there-a-gay-mafia-in-Silicon-Valley

Meet The PayPal   Mafia  , The Richest Group Of Men In   Silicon   ...
Meet The PayPal Mafia, The Richest ... we break down the key players from the most notorious group 
in Silicon Valley. ... The eldest of the Mafia is also ...

businessinsider.com/meet-the-paypal-mafia-the-richest-group-o...
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Are there many   gay   people in   Silicon     Valley  ? - Quora
Are there many gay people in Silicon Valley? ... Is there a gay mafia in Silicon Valley? Is it easy to 
network in Silicon Valley as a gay person?

https://quora.com/Are-there-many-gay-people-in-Silicon-Valley

The   SILICON     VALLEY     MAFIA   - gizmodom.net
Billionaire investor Peter Thiel, who was outed as gay by Gawker in 2007, ... The Silicon Valley 
Mafia's Venture Capital Collusion and Blacklisting;

https://gizmodom.net/silicon-valley-mafia/

How the 'PayPal   Mafia'   redefined success in   Silicon     Valley   ...
A decade ago, the PayPal Mafia played a major role in revitalizing the tech industry in Silicon Valley. 
The story behind this group of leaders proves that their ...

techrepublic.com/article/how-the-paypal-mafia-redefined-su...

"  Silicon     Valley's   Blacklist" by Buchanan, Patrick J. - The ...
Silicon Valley's Blacklist . By Buchanan, Patrick J. Read preview. Article excerpt "There is a gay 
mafia," said Bill Maher, "if you cross them you do get whacked."

https://questia.com/magazine/1G1-369793465/silicon-valley-s-b...

Aussie   Silicon     Valley     'mafia'   eye expansion back home | afr.com
Aussie Silicon Valley 'mafia' eye expansion back home. ... A talent war in Silicon Valley has sparked 
a software engineer shortage and ... legalise gay marriage and ...

afr.com/technology/aussie-silicon-valley-mafia-ey...

The   Silicon     Valley     Mafia   - investigation1.net
The Silicon Valley Mafia: From Computer Chips to Gun Clips By Alex Lund, Audrey Finis and 
Connie Britley with acknowledgement to International Consortium of ...

investigation1.net/wp-content/uploads/The-Silicon-Valley-Maf...

The   Silicon     Valley     Mafia   Are Trying To Start A Civil War ...
The Silicon Mafia has put a "contract" out on Donald Trump and Steve Bannon Members of the 
PayPal Mafia on Fortune magazine dressed in mafia-like attire.

https://tolkeintales.wordpress.com/2017/02/04/the-silicon-valley-mafia-are-t...
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Silicon     Valley's   blacklist. - Free Online Library
Free Online Library: Silicon Valley's blacklist.(Made in America, ... "There is a gay mafia," said Bill 
Maher, "if you cross them you do get whacked."

https://thefreelibrary.com/Silicon+Valley's+blacklist.-a0369793465

Peter Thiel - Wikipedia
In Silicon Valley circles, Thiel is colloquially referred to as the "Don of the PayPal Mafia", as noted 
in ... Gay marriage can't be a partisan issue because ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Thiel

Silicon     Valley   - This Guy Fucks - YouTube
Want to watch this again later? Sign in to add this video to a playlist. From HBO's Silicon Valley, 
Season 2 Episode 3. No copyright infringement intended ...

youtube.com/watch?v=_uMEE7eaaUA

12 Things to Know About the Other Thin-Skinned Billionaire ...
Here are the 12 things you should know about Silicon Valley's most eccentric, (now) openly gay, ... the
Valley as "Don of the PayPal Mafia": ... on HBO's Silicon Valley.

motherjones.com/politics/2016/07/thin-skinned-billionaire...

"  Silicon     Valley  " Founder Friendly (TV Episode 2016) - IMDb
Russia May Ban Disney's 'Beauty and the Beast' Over Josh Gad's Gay Character ... Enhance your 
IMDb Page. ... Silicon Valley (2014- ) 8.3 / 10. 823. 2 critic.

imdb.com/title/tt4633480/

Home -   Silicon     Valley   Pride
Silicon Valley Pride started in June 1971. We stand behind the power of one's individuality. Our focus 
is on you. We want you to be proud of who you are, own it and ...

svpride.com

Mozilla CEO's Resignation Sparks Debate In   Silicon     Valley   ...
(Reuters) - Tech workers in Silicon Valley debated on Friday whether Mozilla CEO Brendan Eich got 
the comeuppance he deserved or was himself a victim of ...

huffingtonpost.com/2014/04/09/mozilla-ceo-resignation_n_5094...
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Meet the Top Ten Lawyers / Here are the Godfather of   Silicon   ...
Meet the Top Ten Lawyers / Here are the Godfather of Silicon Valley, the Odd Man Out, the attorney 
known as the Last Hope, the Cop, a real Perry Mason, and, among ...

sfgate.com/magazine/article/Meet-the-Top-Ten-Lawyers...

Silicon     Valley   Led the Effort for Same Sex Marriage
After the Supreme Court ruled 5 to 4 that same-sex marriage was a legal right in all states, the Silicon 
Valley social media celebration went viral:

breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2015/06/27/silicon-valley-l...

Peter Thiel speaks: Apple over, no sex in   Silicon     Valley   ...
Peter Thiel speaks: Apple over, no sex in Silicon Valley, Elon Musk is like Trump. By Levi 
Sumagaysay / January 12, 2017 at 8:59 AM

siliconbeat.com/2017/01/12/peter-thiel/

Silicon     Valley   Celebrates 40 Years of Pride | NBC Bay Area
More than 5,000 people came out Sunday to celebrate 40 years of Silicon Valley Pride in San Jose.

nbcbayarea.com/news/local/Silicon-Valley-Pride-Celebrate...

Silicon     Valley   S01E07 - Code   gay   - YouTube
"Code gay" definition according to Silicon Valley S01E07

youtube.com/watch?v=_7bkbv4u1tc

"  Silicon     Valley   Pariah" Peter Thiel Defends His Support For ...
Silicon Valley billionaire Peter Thiel plans to defend his support for Donald Trump in a speech and 
then a question-and-answer session with reporters at ...

zerohedge.com/news/2016-10-31/silicon-valley-pariah-pet...

Silicon     Valley   dreams of secession - Salon.com
When Silicon Valley executives start borrowing metaphors from "The Godfather" maybe we should 
start to pay closer attention. On Oct. 19, while laying ...

salon.com/2013/10/28/silicon_valley_dreams_of_seces...
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The   Silicon     Valley     Mafia   Are Trying To Start A Civil War ...
The Silicon Mafia has put a "contract" out on Donald Trump and Steve Bannon Members of the 
PayPal Mafia on Fortune magazine dressed in mafia-like ...

https://europetodaynews.wordpress.com/2017/02/04/the-silicon-valley-mafia-are-t...

How the PayPal   Mafia   Redefined Success in   Silicon     Valley
How the PayPal Mafia Redefined Success in Silicon Valley. by Conner Forrest Tech Republic ... 
Silicon Valley misfits. The Silicon Valley misfits had cracked the code.

rodmartin.org/paypal-mafia-redefined-success-silicon-va...

Gay     Mafia   Videos, Articles, Pictures | Funny Or Die
Gay Mafia Videos, Articles, Pictures on Funny Or Die. ... Gangland: The Gay Mafia. ... HBOs GIRLS
of SILICON VALLEY .

funnyordie.com/topic/gay-mafia

Silicon     Valley   - This Guy Fucks - YouTube
Want to watch this again later? Sign in to add this video to a playlist. From HBO's Silicon Valley, 
Season 2 Episode 3. No copyright infringement intended ...

youtube.com/watch?v=_uMEE7eaaUA

The   Silicon     Mafia   has put a "contract" out on Donald Trump ...
The Silicon Mafia has put a "contract" out on Donald Trump and Steve Bannon Members of the 
PayPal Mafia on Fortune magazine dressed in mafia-like attire.

https://ultralightvehicles.wordpress.com/2017/02/03/the-silicon-mafia-has-put-a-co...

How the 'PayPal   Mafia'   redefined success in   Silicon     Valley   ...
A decade ago, the PayPal Mafia played a major role in revitalizing the tech industry in Silicon Valley. 
The story behind this group of leaders proves that their ...

techrepublic.com/article/how-the-paypal-mafia-redefined-su...

Ventures of the PayPal   Mafia   - Fleximize
Ventures of the PayPal Mafia Meet the Dons who run Silicon Valley - the PayPal Mafia. Despite the 
name, this 'outfit' is an entirely legit group of tech ...

https://fleximize.com/paypal-mafia/
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Silicon     Valley   Pride festival is small but feisty - The ...
SAN JOSE — Thaddeus Campbell, interim president of Silicon Valley Pride, happily pointed out that 
Sunday's one-day festival in San Jose is the first Pride ...

mercurynews.com/2014/08/17/silicon-valley-pride-festival-...

BUCHANAN:   'Gay     mafia'   sacks Mozilla CEO - app.com
"There is a gay mafia," said Bill Maher. "If you cross them, ... the Stalinists of the '40s are martyr-
heroes in Hollywood. And in Silicon Valley, ...

app.com/story/opinion/columnists/2014/04/09/bucha...

PayPal   Mafia   - Wikipedia
Members of the PayPal Mafia on Fortune magazine dressed in mafia-like attire. From left to right, ... 
and economic infrastructure of Silicon Valley; ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PayPal_Mafia

Peter Thiel Stands Out In   Silicon     Valley   For Support Of ...
While much of Silicon Valley has supported Hillary Clinton, billionaire investor Peter Thiel is backing 
Donald Trump. "We're voting for Trump because we ...

npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2016/10/31/500...

San Francisco: Where Violent Street Gangs and   Silicon     Valley   ...
For decades, San Francisco enjoyed a reputation for welcoming outsiders: hippies, gay people, assorted
weirdos who went West in search of freedom and ended up at the ...

https://vice.com/en_us/article/san-francisco-where-violent...

The Peter Principle: Thiel speaks for himself, not   Silicon     Valley
And let me be clear that Silicon Valley is full ... including PayPal Mafia family ... We parted in full 
disagreement — the hoary cliche of a gay man and a ...

recode.net/2016/7/21/12241648/peter-thiel-trump-spee...

Peter Thiel speaks: Apple over, no sex in   Silicon     Valley   ...
Peter Thiel speaks: Apple over, no sex in Silicon Valley, Elon Musk is like Trump. By Levi 
Sumagaysay / January 12, 2017 at 8:59 AM

siliconbeat.com/2017/01/12/peter-thiel/
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Peter Thiel, others in 'PayPal   Mafia'   endorse split from eBay ...
The so-called "PayPal Mafia" checked in on eBay's decision to split off the company they started in the
late 1990s, saying the move was dictated by changes ...

bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2014/09/30/paypal-founder-pe...

Silicon     Valley   Led the Effort for Same Sex Marriage
After the Supreme Court ruled 5 to 4 that same-sex marriage was a legal right in all states, the Silicon 
Valley social media celebration went viral:

breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2015/06/27/silicon-valley-l...
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